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Spracht® Introduces the Conference Mate COMBO™
USB and Bluetooth Combo Portable Speaker for Voice and Music - BE HEARD!
Palo Alto, CA – Spracht, designer/producer of wireless speakers and conference
phones, announces their newest product in the Conference Mate™ product line,
the Conference Mate COMBO™, a dual use USB and Bluetooth® Speaker Phone.
The Conference Mate COMBO™ is a Full-Duplex, Plug-and-Play portable
conference speaker with dual Microphones so you are heard clearly and loudly on
the far end. It also has a 5 watt downward facing speaker with a large bass
radiator for full, 360 degree coverage. Whether it’s for listening to Music or Voice,
The Conference Mate COMBO™ is a perfect desktop companion for a small
conference table, office, or on the go.
“After our successful launch of the original Conference Mate™, which received a
CES Innovations Design and Engineering Award, we’ve launched a complimentary
product that has added USB Voice to Bluetooth® which enhances the portable
conferencing experience for the user. The original Conference Mate™ is
Bluetooth® Only – but the new COMBO version can also be used as a soft-phone
with your computer via USB for use with Skype, Lync, SKYPE for Business and
other VOIP platforms” says Gary Crock, VP Sales & Marketing for Spracht.
“Spracht now has a wide array of Portable Conference Devices which is a growth
sub-category in the portable speaker market. We can really offer a wide range of
peripherals for the business traveler on the go and the telecommuters.”
The Conference Mate COMBO™ comes with a powerful 2000 MAH battery, which
provides extra long battery life. It also has a sleek, shiny Silver finish that will look
good on any desktop or Tabletop. It has NFC pairing functionality, as well as a
mute button for conference call situations. And as a speaker for Music, it will
acoustically fill up a room with a rich and full stereo sound. This is a great product
for small businesses, telecommuters, road-warriors, or anyplace that needs to be
used as a small conference area.
The Conference Mate COMBO™ comes equipped with 2 internal mics, USB Cable,
AC power adaptor, and manual. The Conference Mate COMBO™ will retail for
$129.99 and is available for purchase at www.spracht.com and many of the
leading online resellers.
About Spracht®
Spracht® is derived from the German word meaning "to Speak''. Headquartered in Palo Alto, in the
heart of California's Silicon Valley, Spracht's mission is to help people communicate better,
anywhere. Innovative designs in Bluetooth® and wireless products have resulted in multiple Design
and Engineering Showcase Innovations Honoree Awards from CES, and a Best in Category Award
for Computer Accessories. From conference phones, to wireless Bluetooth® speakers for music, to
the ground breaking first fluid focus web cam, every product performs its function seamlessly, so

you can conference and communicate better. We constantly strive to push the boundaries in
product development. For more information regarding Spracht®, please visit: www.spracht.com.
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